Recurrent symptoms after ventricular pacing in unexplained syncope.
We report clinical and hemodynamic data in two cases of recurrent syncope. Both patients received permanent demand ventricular pacing (VVI) for unexplained syncope. Both patients experienced recurrent syncope after pacemaker implantation. They later underwent 60 degrees head-up tilt testing, initially noninvasively and then with hemodynamic profile. A vasovagal response to tilt occurred with bradycardia and was complicated by the onset of ventricular pacing and retrograde atrioventricular conduction (RAVC) with hemodynamic deterioration and rapid reproduction of syncope. Limited intracardiac electrophysiological study (EPS) excluded atrioventricular (AV) conduction disease, sinus node disease, and carotid sinus syndrome, and confirmed RAVC. Both patients were upgraded to dual chamber pacing, DDI mode, with 50/80 rate hysteresis. One patient was asymptomatic at repeat tilt testing; the other experienced continued symptoms due to the vasodepressor component of vasovagal syncope. Cardiac pacing alone is ineffective treatment for this phenomenon, and no proven therapy is presently available. Ventricular pacing applied to patients with unexplained syncope may lead to an increase in or continuation of symptoms rather than an amelioration. There is a need for full investigation of such patients, which must include tilt testing, to allow for the most accurate diagnosis possible and guide the most appropriate therapy.